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Abstract

Breast cancer is one of the most prevalent forms of cancer 
affecting women. Detection of suspicious lesions on mammo-
graphic images is considered a challenging task due to the va-
riability of lesion sizes and shapes, the problematic margins of 
the findings, and some extremely small lesions that are difficult 
to localize. With the increasing availability of digitized clinical 
archives and the development of complex deep learning (DL) 
methods, we are witnessing a  trend towards the integration 
of robust computer-aided detection (CAD) systems to assist 
in the automatic segmentation of lesions on mammograms to 
aid in the diagnosis of breast cancer. This study presents deep 
learning–based automatic detection algorithm (DLAD), directly 
implemented in picture archiving and communication system 
(PACS) to aid in improving the radiologist’s workflow. The propo-
sed DLAD is evaluated on INbreast dataset with a sample size of 
n=138 (71 [51.45%] BI-RADS 4/5/6 images, 67 [48.55%] BI-RADS 
1 images). Preliminary results show a sensitivity of 0.9296 [95% 
CI 0.8701-0.9891], specificity of 0.7273 [0.6207-0.8339] and IoU 
of 0.5661, indicating a low false negative rate while maintaining 
a reasonable false positive rate.
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1 Introduction

Breast cancer is the leading cause of cancer deaths in women 
worldwide [15]. Nearly 2.3 million new cases were diagnosed 
and 685,000 deaths were attributed to breast cancer in 2020 
[36]. Early detection of suspicious lesions is therefore crucial for 
successful treatment and reduction of mortality. [5, 24, 28] have 
highlighted that frequent mammography screening can reduce 
mortality through early detection before it spreads to other he-
althy organs and tissues [8]. Regular mammography screening 
has been successful in reducing breast cancer mortality [30], 
and adherence to it is high [38]. However, mammograms must 
be manually analyzed by radiologists determine shapes and 
types (Figure 1) of any suspicious area in the breast and localize 
potentially malignant lesions. While this process is considered 
crucial, it is time-consuming [37] and of strong subjectivity 
among the evaluating radiologists [17].

2 Background

The problem of missed or overlooked lesions still persists, despi-
te modern fullfield digital mammography. [9] reports that the 
sensitivity and specificity of screening mammography is around 
80% and 90%, respectively. [4, 6, 14] observe that double rea-
ding improves the performance of mammographic evaluation, 
showing that there is considerable space for improvement. 

2.1 Related Works

The earliest concepts for detecting abnormalities on mammo-
graphic images were introduced in the 1960s [3]. Initially, the 
research and development focused on reducing errors caused 
by human fatigue or subjectivity. Today, CAD systems can serve 
two different roles: as a  collaborative assistant that directs 
the radiologist’s attention to suspicious areas in the mammo-
gram, or as an independent ”reader” that performs an overall 
assessment of the entire examination without any radiologist 
intervention.

Deep neural networks, popular paradigms for automated me-
dical image diagnosis, represent the state-of-the-art in computer 
vision. Models based on deep neural networks have demonstra-
ted robust results in segmentation problems for mammographic 
images [1, 25, 29], given the large datasets that have become 
available, such as DDSM [18] or INbreast [26]. Multiple studies, 
including [2, 7, 11, 19, 23, 27, 33], also addressed the evaluation 
(mostly retrospective) of existing commercial solutions.

3 Methodology

The aim of this study is to evaluate the performance of DLAD 
system (Carebot AI MMG v1.0) for breast lesion segmentation 
when used as decision-support system, compared to the origi-
nal radiologist decision. As presented on Figure 2, the software 
is integrated into the standard reading environment (PACS), 
including a  breast density assessment module, but this func-
tionality is not investigated in this study. Proposed DLAD is not 
a certified medical device.

3.1 Datasets

Mammograms with pixel-level annotations were needed to train 
the model for lesion segmentation. We utilized the Digital Da-
tabase for Screening Mammography4 (Table 1), which contains 
10,480 digitized screening mammography images in CC and 
LMO view positions with pixel-level lesion annotations. Malig-
nant lesions have histological evidence. Because our primary ob-
jective is the detection of any lesions on digital mammography, 
the images used for training include both histologically proven 
cancerous findings and benign lesions that were recalled for 
further examination but later found to be benign. To increase 
the amount of used images, all projections were reoriented to 
the right-sided position for analysis, and all computations were 
performed with right-side projections. The model was then eva-
luated on INbreast dataset with sample size of n=138.

Figure 1 – Examples of various benign (a, b) and malignant (c, d) lesions from digital mammogram.

4 http://www.eng.usf.edu/cvprg/mammography/database.html

http://www.eng.usf.edu/cvprg/mammography/database.html
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3.2 Data Preprocessing

Suspicious lesions can be observed on mammograms as high-
density areas. As shown in Figure 3, original (before preproce-
ssing) mammograms indicate poor visualization of the dense 
mammary gland and breast periphery. Proposed model utilizes 
contrast limited adaptive histogram equalization (CLAHE): 
a technique that limits the histogram equalization amplification 
by clipping the histogram to a user-defined value (clip limit) [32]. 
Application of CLAHE method and segmentation of the non-rele-
vant metadata areas (after preprocessing) improve image quality 
with emphasis on the nipple, areola, skin, subcutaneous fat and 
some peripheral Cooper’s ligaments [10].

3.3 Model Architecture

Since Ronneberger et al. initially proposed the U-Net architecture 
in [31], it has become the state-of-the-art technique for biome-
dical applications, being utilized in semantic segmentation, 
object detection, and more. The basic building blocks consist of 
a downsampling and an upsampling path. These two branches 
form a U-shape, as shown in Figure 4. The proposed architectu-
re introduced the skip connections which added a  significant 
advantage compared to the predecessors. Specifically, it helps to 
recover spatial information that is lost during the downsampling 
steps due to the pooling operations.

The encoder block (also known as backbone) is usually a se-
quence of convolutional neural networks (CNN) used for clas-
sification tasks, but missing the final dense layers [35]. These 

types of networks are called Fully Convolutional Network (FCN). 
In this study, VGG-16 pre-trained on the ImageNet dataset [13] 
was used as a backbone model.

3.4 Implementation

The DLAD software leverages the DICOMweb™ protocol to com-
municate with a connected PACS. DICOMweb™ is a DICOM com-
munication standard for webbased medical imaging that allows 
web application developers to transfer medical data between AEs 
using proprietary tools. It is a set of services using the MIME type 
multipart/related (HTTP) Internet protocol in a RESTful interface 
[12]. The basic services implemented by the DICOMweb™ stan-
dard can be defined as commands to store and query medical 
images and related information. The standard is formally defined 
in the DICOM PS3.18 Web Services document [16].

Figure 2 – User interface of DLAD software implemented in PACS (Dicompass Cloud v2.2.8. by Medoro s.r.o.).

Figure 3 – Mammographic images before and after preproce-
ssing

Dataset n View Position Format

[18] DDSM 10,480 CC, MLO DICOM

[26] INbreast 410 CC, MLO DICOM

Table 1 – Detailed information of the used DDSM and INbreast 
mammography datasets.
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Figure 3 – VGG U-Net model architecture [34]

Figure 5 – TensorBoard visualization of loss and IoU metric during DLAD model training

3.5 Statistical Analysis

Performance of the proposed system was quantified by means 
of accuracy (Acc), sensitivity (Se), specificity (Sp), positive (PPV) 
and negative predictive value (NPV) and Intersection over Union 
(IoU). Formulas can be found in Table 2. All confidence intervals 
(CI) were constructed at a two-tailed 95% confidence level.

Acc 0.8321 [0.7697-0.8945] Acc = (TP + TN) / (P 
+ N)

Se 0.9296 [0.8701-0.9891] Se = TP / (TP + FN)

Sp 0.7273 [0.6207-0.8339] Sp = TN / (FP + TN)

PPV 0.7857 [0.6903-0.8811] PPV = TP / (TP + FP)

NPV 0.9057 [0.8357-0.9757] NPV = TN / (TN + FN)

IoU 0.5661 IoU = area of overlap 
/ area of union

Table 2 – Performance of the DLAD system on a test sample from 
the INbreast dataset. The performance was quantified using 
accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative predictive 
value and intersection over union.

4 Results

A  total of 138 individual images (71 [51.45%] BI-RADS 4/5/6 
images, 67 [48.55%] BI-RADS 1 images) with determined ground 
truth and pixel-level annotations were analyzed. The proposed 
DLAD system correctly classified 114 out of 138 test images (Acc: 
0.8321 [95% CI 0.7697-0.8945]). 18 BI-RADS 1 mammograms 
were misclassified (FP) as containing a lesion (Sp: 0.7273 [0.6207-
0.8339]). A  higher false positive rate was expected outcome 
because the DL algorithm was trained to identify even benign 
findings as abnormal. Additional 5 BI-RADS 4/5/6 images were 
misclassified (FN) as BI-RADS 1 despite including one or more 
lesions (Se: 0.9296 [0.8701-0.9891]). 

The PPV, i.e. the probability of a positive finding if an image is 
labeled as BI-RADS 4/5/6, was 0.7857 [0.6903-0.8811] for DLAD. 
The NPV, i.e. the probability that a  patient is without any fin-
ding when the image was classified as BI-RADS 1, was 0.9057 
[0.8357-0.9757].

5 Discussion

Although we were able to achieve promising sensitivity and re-
asonable specificity on a small sample size, current publications 
of commercially applicable solutions are working with larger 
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volumes of test data. [19] (n=1,238) verified own CAD system and 
achieved Se and Sp of 0.76. and 0.88, respectively. [33] (n=8,805) 
inspected three commercially available solutions and achieved 
Se of 0.82 for AI-1, 0.67 for AI-2, 0.67 for AI-3 and 0.77 for first-
-reader radiologist, and 0.80 for second-reader radiologist. [7] 
(n=2,396) used a deep learning-based system on retrospective-
ly assessed data from a  mammography screening program in 
north-western Germany: the inspected algorithm was able to 
detect and correctly localise 27.5% [95% CI: 23.3–32.3%], and 
12.2% [95% CI: 9.5–15.5%] of the FN and MS cases on the prior 
mammogram, respectively. [27] (n=240) analyzed a comparably 
large test cohort as in our study but instead focused on improved 
diagnostic performance when using AI: the average AUC across 
readers was 0.769 [95% CI: 0.724-0.814] without AI and 0.797 
[95% CI: 0.754-0.840] with AI. Average sensitivity was increased 
by 0.033 when using AI support [p=0.021].

Some limitations of our test may include the exclusion of BI-
-RADS 3 category images from the evaluation. [20–22] suggest 
that this particular class is often problematic to assess, both 
for reading by the radiologist and for AI assessment. However, 
the question of the potential added benefits of AI in mammo-
graphy screening remains mostly unanswered. [23] examines 
benefits when used either as a  standalone system or within 
a decision-referral approach, compared with the original radio-
logist decision. The exemplary configuration of the AI system in 
standalone mode achieved a Se of 0.842 (95% CI 0.824–0.858) 
and a Sp of 0.895 (0.890–0.899) on internal-test data, and a Se 
of 0.846 (0.833–0.859) and a Sp of 0.913 (0.911–0.915) on exter-
nal-test data, but was less accurate than the average unaided 
radiologist. By contrast, the simulated decision-referral appro-
ach significantly improved upon radiologist Se by 2.6% and Sp 
by 1%, corresponding to a triaging performance at 0.63 on the 
external dataset; the AUROC was 0.982 (95% CI 0.978–0.986) 
on the subset of studies assessed by AI, surpassing radiologist 
performance. Automatic triage using commercially available 
software was also addressed in [11] (n=7,364) When including 
60%, 70%, or 80% of women with the lowest AI scores in the no 
radiologist stream, the proportion of screendetected cancers 
that would have been missed were 0%, 0.3% (95% CI 0.0–4.3), or 
2.6% (1.1–5.4), respectively.

6 Conclusion

In recent years, a continuous increase in mammography exami-
nations has been observed globally. Along with the increasing 
amount, there is also increasing demand on the assessed radio-
logists to streamline the detection and localization of potentially 
suspicious areas. The SotA technological level allows the intro-
duction of AI CAD solutions in the analysis process. This can sig-
nificantly help medical staff both in time savings and indicating 
unclear or difficult-to-recognise cases, thereby improving the 
accuracy of diagnosis and the efficiency of examinations.

The aim of this study was the introduction, implementation 
and initial evaluationof DLAD software, which utilizes DL algori-
thms to analyse mammogramsand automatically detect suspi-
cious lesions. In the context of a clinical practice,the software 
should aim to provide an additional expert reading capability 
to alert the physician to areas that he might overlooked or with 
which the doctor is unsure.

We trained the DL algorithm on a publicly available DDSM da-
taset with pixel-level annotations and implemented it in PACS 
using DICOMweb™ services. The software was subsequently 
evaluated on INbreast dataset with a  sample size of n=138, 
achieving a  sensitivity of 0.9296 [95% CI 0.8701-0.9891], spe-
cificity of 0.7273 [0.6207-0.8339] and IoU of 0.5661, indicating 
a  low false negative rate while maintaining a reasonable false 
positive rate.
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